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                         ””What will survive us is love”, wrote Phillip Larkin. Wrong.  
                             What will survive us is plastic - and lead -207 the stable 
                             isotope at the end of the uranium 235 decay chain.”1  
                                             
 
                                         

1             Robert Macfarlane. Generation Anthropocene - How humans have altered the planet forever.  
               The Guardian. 2016-04-01. Modified 2017-11-29.      
               https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/apr/01/generation-anthropocene-altered-planet-for-ever  
               (Retrieved 2018-02-01)

 

abstract
In this thesis, I argue that there is a need for making the production and the management of 
waste visible in our cities. To do this, I propose the construction of a waste/repair/dismantling 
station” to be placed in the city centre of Umeå. This proposed station is intended to operate 
both as a production facility, transforming waste into resources but also as an educational 
platform providing space for learning and teaching skills useful when repairing or dismantling 
broken items. In addition to this, the station is intended to work as an exhibition space for topics 
concerning waste. This is to be done by spatially choreographing the space of the building to, in 
a performative manner, take the visitor, or participator, through the process of materials going 
from being classified as waste to being classified as a resource, but also the opposite. The idea 
of the station is to be non-efficient, in the sense that its processing of waste will be highly time 
consuming: in terms of spending time on locating, collecting, dismantling, and polishing the 
found materials. Yet be productive in terms of what it aims to achieve.
      In this following text, waste will be investigated from various angles, looking at topics such 
as waste definition, value transformation of materials, usage of time and the relationship between 
waste and space. The text will also reflect upon how the management of waste has altered over 
time depending on, for example, resource accessibility, on technological development, on city 
planning, on politics, on environmental issues and so on and so forth.        
      According to the definition by the Nationalencyclopedin (the Swedish National 
Encyclopedia), waste is described as “an object, a matter or a substance which the owner gets 
rid of or is obliged to get rid of”2. But what does it mean to get rid of something? Where does it 
go? Where is it transported? How is it processed? And what happens to the materials that cannot 
be burnt or recycled?   
      In addition to trying to address these question by acting as a sort of “show room” for 
waste management processes, the station aims to intervene in processes transforming reusable 
resources into waste caused by, for example, a lack of time for doing reparation work or a lack 
of climate protected space for temporally storing reusable, yet redundant materials. Placing the 
building in the city center rather than in the outskirts, where it normally is situated, is an attempt 
to try to make the production of waste more tangible. To force us, as citizens, as company 
owners, as politicians, to “meet our waste”3. 

2            Nationalencyklopedin. Avfall. 
              http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/lång/avfall (Retrieved 2018-02-20)
3 Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Glänta Magazine vol. 1.17, Klimatångest. Göran Dahlberg,  
                Julia Nordblad, Linn Hansén (Red). Sweden: Glänta Produktion, 2017. Page 43.
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477 KG 
PRODUCED 

WASTE/PERSON 
IN SWEDEN  
(IN 2016)4

  

A LAPTOP  
= 2.5 KG 

 
+ 1200 KG5

                (estimated weight of waste produced during the production of a computer)

 

 
 
4  Avfall Sverige. Hushållsavfall – behandlad och insamlad mängd. 2018-01-05  
                  https://www.avfallsverige.se/kunskapsbanken/avfallsstatistik/hushallsavfall/ (Retrieved 2018-01-08)

 
5        SYSAV “Din dator och miljön” 
          https://www.sysav.se/Privat/Miljotips/miljon-koper-inte-det/Barbar_dator-1200_kilo_avfall/  
          (Retrieved  2018-03-08)
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          introduction

      Human beings have always produced some sort of waste. A very long time ago the produced 
waste would be things like feces and animal bones which are things which would decompose in 
a not-so-long-period-of-time. Today, we have a situation of having invented things that seems 
somehow quite difficult to get rid of. In an article published in The Guardian in 2016, the writer 
Robert Macfarlane dwells upon this issue of human beings having invented very long-lasting 
items and what the potential consequence of this might be:“Among the future fossils of the 
Anthropocene (…) might be the trace forms not only of megafauna and nano-planktons, but 
also shampoo bottles and deodorant caps - the strata that contain them precisely dateable with 
reference to the product-design archives of multinationals”.6 
     According to the Swedish Government, up to 13 million tonnes of waste ends up in our oceans 
every year, with most of it being made of some sort of plastic. This problem is considered so 
problematic that the current environmental minister in Sweden, Karolina Skog, states that if do 
not do anything about it, we may be facing a future where we have more plastic in the oceans than 
there is fish. In the meantime, these plastic items already floating in our oceans, break down into 
small fragments that does not disappear (decompose) but instead circulates around, accumulating 
chemicals and can be mistaken as food by animals such as fishes and birds causing severe 
problems. According to the Swedish Government, about 1 000 000 birds and 100 000 mammals 
ends up dying every year due to either eating non-edible materials or getting caught in the plastic 
products floating around.7  

     In 2016, 4 666 260 tonnes household waste was collected in Sweden. Divided by each 
inhabitant this number equals 467 kilo of waste produced per person. 162 kilo of this was sent 
to material recycling (packaging products), 76 kilo to biological recycling (bio-gas production), 
three kilo went to deposit and 226 kilo to be burnt in an incinerator, a waste-to-energy plant. 
In addition to this, about 173 kilo large-sized household waste was discarded, being things like 
furniture, refrigerators, electrical devices and construction materials.8   
     However, these numbers does not take waste that occurred during the production of these 
specific items into consideration. When throwing away a laptop you do not only ‘waste’ the 2.5 
kilo, being the physical computer you are holding in your hands, but also the 1200 kilo that was 
generated during its production9.  
     And what about the waste produced at airports, in restaurants, in schools, hotels or in 
industries? And all the items sold at websites such as www.blocket.se or www.tradera.se, sites 
which people can use for selling un-wanted or non-needed objects? And all the clothes or 
furniture given to second hand stores or to friends? Should not these materials also be part of the 
average-waste-production-per-person-per-year-statistics?  
      During this research I have been mapping some of the spatial aspects of waste: waste 
generates packaging collection stations, garbage bins, roads, incinerators, landfills and recycling 
stations. But perhaps the spatial consequences of our waste production should also include all 
the shopping malls and advertisement campaign panels situated in, for example, our public 
transportation vehicles?

Thesis question 
 
How can one, through an architectural and artistic practice, intervene in processes of  
waste production? 
 

6        Robert Macfarlane. Generation Anthropocene - How humans have altered the planet forever.  
          The Guardian. 2016-04-01. Modified 2017-11-29.      
          https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/apr/01/generation-anthropocene-altered-planet-for-ever  
          (Retrieved 2018-02-01)
7        Regeringen. Plast i haven – ett omfattande miljöproblem. 2017-02-10.  
          http://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2017/02/plast-i-haven--ett-omfattande-miljoproblem
          (Retrieved 2018-04-16)

8        Avfall Sverige. Hushållsavfall – behandlad och insamlad mängd. 2018-01-05  
          https://www.avfallsverige.se/kunskapsbanken/avfallsstatistik/hushallsavfall/ (Retrieved 2018-01-08)
9        SYSAV. Din dator och miljön. Updated 2018-04-19. 
          https://www.sysav.se/Privat/Miljotips/miljon-koper-inte-det/Barbar_dator-1200_kilo_avfall/  
          (Retrieved 2018-04-19)
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methodology

Study visits/interviews 

During this project I have visited two different municipal projects working with leftover products. 
One of them is a second hand shopping mall in Eskilstuna called ReTuna Återbruksgalleria. This 
visit was more of an observatory kind, as I did not have sufficient time to set up a meeting for 
an interview. But a couple of weeks later I had a phone interview with the manager of ReTuna, 
asking questions concerning for example how the building operates, how the collecting and 
sorting process of dropped-off materials is organized and about problems they have encountered. 
    The second study visit was to Returbutiken, which is a second hand store and a work-
introduction place situated in Umeå. During this visit I got a three hours long guided tour held by 
the supervisor of Returbutiken and the supervisor of the textile workshop. This visit gave me an 
idea of the complexity of working with leftover.
    In addition the visits to these second hand, I visited one of Umeå Municipality’s two recycling 
stations situated at Gimonäs where I received information of what happens to some of the 
materials when after it has been thrown away into the specific containers. 
    In the beginning of this project I also biked around photographing all the 36 recycling stations 
for packaging materials (FTI-stations), placed in various locations within Umeå. The purpose of 
this investigation was to document the spatial qualities of the site and to see how the containers 
are position in relation to its surroundings.  
    During one of these excursions I went into a bike shop in order to buy something for my bike 
and ended up talking to the staff about my bike trailer project for an hour or so. In addition to 
receiving a lot of helpful knowledge concerning how to best build a bike trailer, I learnt some 
techniques to use when repairing a flat tire. These learnings later resulted in a small booklet 
which I used when I built the bike trailers.       

 
Theoretical input  

In addition to reading theoretical texts, articles and magazines related to the topic of waste, I 
have been looking at waste statistics, photographing waste containers, looking at garbage trucks 
picking up waste and film clips documenting waste management processes. Some of the books 
and papers I have used in this thesis have been written some 30-40 years ago, yet I feel their 
content is still highly relevant.

Conversations with Umeå Municipality 

During this project, I have been in contact with Johan Sandström and Philip Näslund, both 
working as environmental strategist at the Umeå Municipality concerning a now empty site 
situated in central Umeå which is the site for the building I am proposing in this project.    
     The future plans for this site might be to build a parking garage for cars, but in the meantime 
the municipality wants to build a temporal “bike hub”. Which is, when writing this, planned to 
include a rental station for electrical cargo bikes, a space for doing smaller bike repairs, bike 
parking and outdoor seating, but could perhaps also a include a “show room”, a small pavilion 
which could be used by projects, or companies, working with topics of re-use and sharing 
economies. My idea is to make a proposal on this site and present it to the actors involved in the 
development of this site.

Making/testing objects 

I am generally quite fond of trying to illustrate ideas or thoughts in images or physical objects, 
rather than writing and talking about it. As of this the methodology of this project have, in 
addition to reading books or articles and visiting these sites mentioned above, also been about 
making objects and clothing devices, mainly out of leftover materials. Not necesarily made to 
function well, but to test certain ideas or make a comment on an issue.  
     I have collected, rinsed and cut milk containers which I have used for transforming a cotton 
jacket into a rain jacket. I have, with the help of my colleagues at the café I working in, collected 
coffee bags which later has been sewn into rain protection gears. I have been investigating with 
incorporating transportation tools into existing clothing. I have dismantled a redundant bike in 
order to re-use the wheels to enable me to build a bike trailer, which I have used as a transporting 
device for collecting re-usable materials from various locations. 
     These items I have made may perhaps be argued to be part of an artistic practice, rather 
than an architectural one, but I see them more as “test objects”, as possible projects or material 
experiments that potentially could take place within the “city centre waste station” I am 
proposing in this project.  
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waste









 
The definition of waste is according to the Swedish National Encyclopedia “an object, a matter 
or a substance which the owner gets rid of or is obliged to get rid of”10. This definition of waste 
(a thing, a substance, a gas, a liquid) derives from the Swedish Environmental Code number 15, 
which in turn has been adapted to fit the definition set by the European Union.11 In other words, 
waste is described either as a thing ‘thrown away’ by its owner, or as a thing which the owner, by 
law, is responsible for getting rid of, assumingly related to health or environmental issues.  
     In the first scenario, waste is describes as a thing that is being transformed into waste simply 
through the activity of throwing the thing away, non-dependent on its material composition. 
In this case, everything could be transformed into waste: a gold watch, a plastic bottle, a fully 
operating mobile phone, a bicycle, as the definition does not speak anything about its material 
composition. In the second scenario, waste is described as something that can occur when 
something is considered potentially harmful to its surroundings. In this case the transformation 
happens without a decision having to be made. Its material composition makes it into a thing 
necessary to get rid of. This thesis mainly reflects upon the definition of waste as something that 
could be considered to be created though this act of “throwing the thing away” as it opens up to 
a lot of questions, such as: Why do we have things we want to get rid of? What are the potential 
forces behind ‘things’ being transformed into ‘waste’?  
     If one would take the this first definition of waste very literary, a paper bag filled emptied and 
rinsed tetra packs waiting to be taken to a material recycling station would not be considered 
waste until the bag’s content is thrown into the container. To take this thought to the extreme: 
Would we, in this case, have anything called waste if we would simply store all our leftover items 
in our homes, at the offices or in the factories? 

waste definition 

10    Nationalencyklopedin. Avfall.
11    Nationalencyklopedin. Avfall. 
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value transformation of materials

What is considered a valuable material or what is considered waste – either in a practical, in an 
economic or in an aesthetic sense, seems to be quite fluid. For example, a fully functional sofa 
could be thrown away as waste although being in the exact condition as when it was bought: 
the fabric being un-broken and un-bleached by the sun, the feathers or padding in the cushions 
operating as intended. Yet, its mere physical appearance (how it looks) could be so dissatisfying 
that it needs to be discarded, either by being throw away it into container at the recycling store, 
or sold at a site like www.blocket.se or given away to a second hand store or to a friend. But 
how come a sofa one has bought for perhaps quite a large amount of money suddenly can be 
transformed into an object that one does not like and does not want, although having its original 
function and aesthetics in place?  
     This example aims at illustrating that things does not have to be malfunctioning in its physical 
performance, nor hazardous to people’s health in order to end up in the waste containers at 
the recycling stations. Instead it seems that fully functional items can simply “go out of time”, 
become un-fashionable and non-desired.  
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waste and space

 
 
 
Waste could be considered to be a question of storage, or more precisely, a question of climate 
protected storage. If we, for instance, would place a fully functional sofa in the outdoor 
environment we would expose its sensitive textile material to humidity, to rain, to snow and 
sunlight. The previously usable thing would quite quickly be transformed into a thing that 
could potentially affect the health of the people using it, leading to the result that we could be 
considered to be obliged to get rid of it. If the sofa instead would be stored in a climate protected 
environment, its lifespan would be considerably longer. Although this example might feel a bit off 
topic, it could be useful for illustrating the relationship between waste (materials) and space. 
      To conclude: keeping non-used, un-desired, yet still usable materials for potential future 
use in a good condition requires having access to climate protected storage spaces. Renting and 
heating this sort of space cost money. Transporting, sorting, cleaning or polishing these collected 
materials cost money. Maintaining the building for storing the un-used materials cost money. 
These might be some reasons for why certain things gets transformed into waste.  
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waste and time

 
Waste is a topic highly related to time. Both in a, from a human perspective, “passive” manner: 
as in the degradation processes of waste materials like the time used by bacteria to transform 
food waste into soil. Or all the hundreds of year’s petroleum based plastic might take in order 
to decompose. But also in a more “active” manner, in the sense that what normally would be 
considered waste could be transformed back to being valued as a resource by spending time 
dismantling it.  
     To return to the example of the sofa. Instead of exposing the un-wanted, or redundant sofa 
to the outdoor climate, as mentioned earlier, the non-used sofa could be transformed back into 
reusable materials by simply taking it apart. This process was done by the designer Thomas 
Lissert who in his project “Make Up” dismantled a time-worn sofa, piece by piece. From the 
dismantled materials he manufactured a small table and a footstool from the recovered wood, 
a dress and a rug from the fabric, a pillow from the padding in the sofa and several wooden 
spoons.12 The ragged sofa that once was a “burden”, having a worn-out textile cover, was through 
this time consuming action transformed it into re-usable materials and later into new types of 
objects.  
      On the scale of households, waste could be avoided by spending time repairing broken 
things or by altering redundant items. Or it could be avoided by the projection of potential 
future functions certain materials might have. A worn out t-shirt could become tool to use when 
cleaning a bike, or woven into a carpet. A string used for wrapping up a gift could be used to 
wrap up another gift. 
      On a societal level, waste could be considered a topic related to time in the sense that it is a 
thing that“‘comes from the past’ and imposes itself onto the present via the future” 13, as put by 
Joost van Loon and Ida Sabelis in their text “Recycling Time - The temporal complexity of waste 
management”. How waste is managed today on a societal level seems to depend, to some extent, 
on future projections: by estimating the potential future harm certain waste materials might cause 
if not managed properly, as in the case of handling nuclear waste. Or as in speculating about the 
future possibilities to being able to extract new resources from the planet.  
      Depending on the foreseen future, the chosen method for produced waste might lead to “finite 
solutions” like the burning of redundant materials in waste-to-energy plants. Or in semi-circular 
solutions, as in sending the materials to be recycled and later transformed into new commodities. 

12   Thomas Lissert. Make Up. 
       http://www.thomaslissert.se/ (retrieved 2018-02-20)
13   Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Published in the  
       journal TIME & SOCIETY, Vol 6. London, Thousands Oak, CA and New Delhi: SAGE Social Science Collection.  
       1997. Page 293.
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A lot of the human activity on this planet is about transporting ourselves, animals or materials from one 
place to another. This could be performed by muscular power as in the case of transporting oneself by 
walking, swimming, running and so on, or transporting materials by, for example, carrying things with our 
hands. 
     In addition to using bodily effort we can use tools that can facilitate the transportation or improve the 
speed of moving a thing from here to there. Examples of this can be to use tools such as a backpack or a 
bag that can enable us to carry a a vast out various materials simultaneously. Or it could be done by using 
devices equipped with wheels, items such as wagons, skateboards and bikes. In addition to using tools 
powered bodily effort (using energy deriving from food) we can use transportation vehicles powered by, 
for example electricity, gas and oil. These energy sources has enabled human beings to transport oneself, 
animals, fruits, clothing, wine, olives, phones, cars, apples and laptops from great distances in no time and 
to a (seemingly) low economic cost. Vehicles such as airplanes, cargo ships and trucks have vastly shorten 
the distances between resources and the people using the resources, between the production facilities and 
the stores selling the products. 
      The use of vast vehicles for transporting materials, and people, have resulted in the development 
of suitable infrastructure facilitating for these transportations to occur. This could be things like more 
intangible infrastructural systems like the transportation of information via satellites or cables or in more 
tangible things like roads, docks, airports, parking lots, parking garages and temporal storage facilities.      

transporting materials
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plastic bag





plastic bag pocket  
sewing instructions



plastic bag pocket  
sewn onto a shirt



Drawing of the recycling  
process of a plastic bags  
(a packaging material) 
drawn onto a white plastic bag
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The start of this thesis project was an investigation of plastic bags. The reason for choosing 
this specific item was that it is a product highly used in the everyday life as it enables people 
to carry a large number of materials from the store if one has not brought a backpack or a used 
bag. In addition to the plastic bag being valuable to the user it is also often used by the store for 
communicating certain information or for exposing the logo of the store.  
      During the plastic bag research I mapped the process behind the producion of plastic bags, 
looking at bags made from fossil resources like petroleum, from renewable resources like sugar 
canes or corn starch as well as bags made from mainly recycled materials. The result of the 
mappings where later drawn directly onto white plastic bags in order to try to make the time, the 
resources and transportation behind the making of the product visible on the product itself. 
      In addition to investigating the processes behind plastic bag, I developed clothing devices 
with the intention of trying to solve the practical problem of not remembering to bring a bag to 
the store. This was done by making a DIY clothing accessory: a bag pocket that can be sewn onto 
existing clothes and used for storing folded plastic bags. A device which also could be used as a 
portable advertisement campaign, celebrating the re-use of existing plastic bags.

plastic bag pockets
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portable advertisement campaign  
advocating the re-use of plastic bags
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During this project I have been making two different types of bike trailers. As a transportation 
vehicle the bike trailer is a device that can be argued to both enable material transportations 
but also complicate it. On one hand, using a bike trailer when shopping seven bags filled with 
groceries at the local supermarket would then reduce the muscular burden and the use of time of 
moving the materials to its destination, compared to having to walk back and forth. On the other 
hand, using a bike trailer when purchasing concrete from south of Sweden, wooden materials 
from Bygdsiljum or oranges from Spain would result in vast amounts of time spent doing so and 
it would require an extreme bodily effort, compared to using a car, a truck or a cargo ship fueled 
with oil. Using a bike and a bike trailer when moving materials is a bodily experience: the more 
material loaded, the heavier it gets, the greater distance, the more exhausting it becomes. 
     The design criteria when making the first trailer was to use as much existing materials as 
possible. This resulted in it having a non-cohesive aesthetic appearance. It also resulted in 
various trips to a second hand store to look for usable metallic pieces and suitable sized wheels. 
The second version of the bike trailer was made possible due to the use of the first (semi-
functional) trailer enabling me to transport leftover planks which from a construction material 
company, which later was used in the construction of the new trailer. The second version of the 
bike trailer was designed as a multi-tool that, in addition to operating as a material transportation 
vehicle, also could function as a material storage device and a work table to be used when sewing 
or doing repair work.  
      Setting up the design criteria to (mostly) use existing leftover materials resulted in a lot of 
time spent searching for suitable items and a lot of time spent on transporting and polishing 
these found materials. It also resulted in the vehicle perhaps not operating as well as intended. 
However, there is something quite intriguing in having to solve design problems while building 
and this method does not require extracting new resources from the planet, nor does it require 
having a material budget. What it requires is time and a bit of improvisation. 

 

making a bike trailer  
(a material transportation vehicle)
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The first attempt of a bike trailer was 
made by using mostly leftover mate-
rials found at second hand stores and 
in the waste bins situated in the work-
shop at Umeå School of Architecture.





Picking up leftover materials at a  
construction material store, situated 5 km 
from the city center of Umeå. Which later 

was used during the construction of the 
second version of the bike trailor.



Leftover materials suitable for re-use: 
un-saleable wooden pine sticks used for  
keeping the saleable material in place.



Photo from the construction process  of 
the second version of the bike trailer



bike trailer construction process 



bike trailer construction process 





1. a material transportation device



2. a material storage shelf



3. a work table
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waste  
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A (very) brief history of waste management in Sweden      
 
 
 
 
Although leftover products or waste materials are inevitable to some extent, the method of how 
the society has dealt with it has changed a lot from pre-industrial times to our modern societies 
today.15 In the essay ”Ändå sopsorterar jag”16 written by Ylva S Sjöstrand, the appearance of 
waste is discussed and according to Olli Lagerspetz, a professor of Philosophy at Åbo Akademi, 
waste did not really “exist” as an artefact until in our modern days. Instead of throwing things 
away, redundant materials did (in the pre-industrial era) rarely leave the owner but was instead 
managed through finding an alternative use for the redundant thing or by repairing it. Lagerspetz 
states that, rather than being seen as a dangerous activity, reusing existing things was more 
seen as “wholesome and proper in the era of frugality”17. However, this act of making use of 
redundant materials or objects within the households should perhaps not be seen only as an act 
of doing what is potentially morally right (meaning to take care of things, to not waste resources) 
but also as a method of coping with a situation of relative resource scarcity.18  
      Materials that was not reused within the households could, to a certain extent, be of interest 
to industries involved in the production of new things. Both as way to cope with the situation of 
new resources being difficult to get hold on or being too expensive. But also as a result of certain 
waste materials being desired due to their specific material qualities, as in the case of the use of 
animal bones for making glue or ashes for making soap.19  

15     Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 43.
16     The title of the essay could perhaps be translated to “Yet, I continue sorting my waste…”
17     Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 43.
18     Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 43
19      Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 43
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10 pair of socks  
= 129 kr20

 
20       H&M. Price for 10 pair of socks. 2018-05-31.        
           http://www2.hm.com/sv_se/productpage.0488018001.html?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI8p6t3NCv2wIVR-AZCh2SZAXmEAYYCCABE     
           gIkWvD_BwE&CAWELAID=120020740000009710&s_kwcid=AL!850!3!260403752797!!!g!367107047409!&ef_id=WutvmgAAAMT40 
           mjc:20180531092547:s (Retrieved 2018-05-31)
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      The economic value of waste today appears not only by transforming waste into a saleable 
commodities, as in the case of using fish bones for making glue or ash for making soap but also 
through the offering of services that help facilitate for people, or companies, wanting to get rid of 
materials in a convenient manner. An example of this is a service provided by the waste company 
BIG BAG which collects construction waste in large plastic bags or in containers that can be 
placed directly on the street next to a building that is being renovated.  
      Today waste has become a commodity that operates on a global scale, as in the case 
of countries exporting their waste to other countries (thereby also exporting the potential 
environmental or health problems that could occur during the processing of the materials), or as 
in countries importing waste due to potentially gainful circumstances.  
     In 2015, 2 690 000 tonnes of waste was imported to Sweden, mostly from Norway and the 
United Kingdom, to mainly be burnt in one of all the incinerators operating in Sweden today.21 
      According to an article published in 2015 in Svenska Dagbladet, importing burnable waste 
resulted in vast incomes to the Swedish waste-to-energy plants as every received ton generated 
an oncome of about 400 sek, which was financed by the country exporting it. The director of the 
branch organization Avfall Sverige states, in the article, that importing waste from other countries 
is generating profit in all aspects: Sweden gets access to a cheap fuel that results in a competitive 
price for district heating used when heating buildings and a competitive price for electricity. 22 
      The reason for Sweden importing waste seems, in addition to it being a cheap fuel for 
producing heat and electricity, to also be a result of having built incinerators with too big 
capacity to only be using waste produced in Sweden.23  Although one can argue that transforming 
redundant things into energy that we later can use for heating our buildings or for providing 
electricity to facilities is a quite productive use of waste, it is a system which seems to be built 
upon having a continous access to vasts amounts of waste.  
 
 

waste and money

21      Naturvårdsverket. Import och export av avfall. 2017-02-24. 
          https://www.naturvardsverket.se/Sa-mar-miljon/Statistik-A-O/Avfall-import-och-export/ (Retrieved 2018-03-29)
22      Peter Alestig. Sverige får 800 miljoner för att elda utländska sopor. Svenska Dagbladet. 2014-06-14.     
          https://www.svd.se/sverige-far-800-miljoner-for-att-elda-utlandska-sopor (Retrieved 2018-03-29)
23      Dan Ivarsson. 60 000 långtradare med Norska sopor eldas här varje år. Sydsvenskan.  2016-05-03.    
          https://www.sydsvenskan.se/2016-05-03/60-000-langtradare-med-norska-sopor-eldas-har--varje-ar 
          (Retrieved 2018-03-29)
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      Burning materials in waste-to-energy plants does not only produce heat or electricity but 
also cinder, which, according to the waste information portal sopor.nu, constitutes about 15-20 
percent of the total amount of materials that gets placed into the incinerator. This cinder consists 
of materials that cannot be burnt but, yet has been placed into the “burnable material” containers, 
which vcould be materials like misplaced glass bottles and metal items such as preserve tins. 
From this cinder, the metal can be sorted out and recycled and the bottom ash can be used as, for 
example, a construction material in deposit sites or as filling material during roadworks.24    
      Another material that is created when burning materials in waste-to-energy plants is fly ash, 
constituting about 3-5 percent of the total weight of the burnt items. Nitrogen oxides, sulfur 
oxides, dust, organic compounds, metallic and hydrogen chloride are some of the material that is 
sorted out during the filtering process of the deleterious smoke. Most of this fly ash produced in 
Swedish waste-to-energy plants gets sent to a Norwegian island called Langøya, which is situated 
in the Oslo fjord.25   
      This island has been the site for an opencast chalk mine which has been operating since the 
middle of the 1500 century until 1985 when the factory was closed down, due to a decrease of 
the demand for cement.26 In 1993, Norsk Avfallshandtering, a corporation initiated by Norwegian 
state authorities in collaboration with industrial companies, bought the island to use as a deposit 
for hazardous waste. In 2003, the island and its facility was bought by a private company.27 
Today the facility can receive up to 1 000 000 000 kilo of waste every year, with half of it being 
classified as hazardous waste, such as polluted masses and inorganic compounds.28 
     According to statistics done by SCB (the Swedish Statistical Bureau), Swedish incinerators 
sent 109 378 tonnes of fly ash to Norway in 2014.29 Most of it ending up at the island of 
Langøya.30  
 
 
      

24     Sopor.nu. Förbränning. 2016-10-20. 
         http://www.sopor.nu/fakta-om-sopor/vad-haender-med-din-sopa/restavfallet/foerbraenning/ 
         (Retrieved 2018-04-18)
25     Sopor.nu. Förbränning.
26     Sandra Johansson (translation). Giftön ska förvandlas till sommarparadis. Svenska Dagbladet. Original text:     
         Caroline Enge. Aftenposten. 2015-08-29 
         https://www.svd.se/gifton-ska-forvandlas-till-sommarparadis (retrieved 2018-04-18)
27     NOAH AS. Noahs historia.  
         https://www.noah.no/for-kunder/behandlingssted/langoya/noahs-historie/ (Retrieved 2018-04-17)
28     Sandra Johansson (translation). Giftön ska förvandlas till sommarparadis.
29     Dagens Industri. Svenska giftaska dumpas i Norge. 10 maj 2015-05-10. 
          (https://www.di.se/di/artiklar/2015/5/11/svensk-giftaska-dumpas-i-norge/) (Retrieved 2018-04-16)
30     Sopor.nu. Förbränning.
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In Sweden the responsibility for managing household waste lies on the municipalities. Different 
municipalities can have different systems for handling left-over materials produced in their area of 
responsibility.31 For instance, some municipalities might have a municipal company managing the 
household waste recycling centers (ÅVC), while other municipalities might have hired a private 
company via a process of “municipal procurement”.32  
      The management of household waste in Umeå is partly financed by fees placed directly onto 
the households. There are three types of fees: an apartment/house fee, financing for example 
the recycling centers (ÅVC) and the environmental stations (Miljöstationer) situated within 
the municipality. A container fee, financing the cost for the container and the costs for picking 
up and transporting the materials. And a fluid fee based on how much non-sorted household 
waste produced, financing the costs for burning waste in the waste-to-energy plant, situated at 
Dåvamyran.33      
      There are two recycling centers for household waste in in the city of Umeå. These stations 
are places where inhabitants can throw away large sized items that does not fit, or things that is 
not allowed to be throw in the burnable container situated near ones place of residence. These 
materials can be items such as a sofa, construction materials, soil, branches, refrigerators, glass 
and ceramics, batteries and paint.  
      During a visit to Gimonäs ÅVC, I was told that burnable materials gets sent 13 kilometers 
north to Dåvamyran, to later be crushed and burnt in the incinerator Dåva 1. This facility has a 
vast filtering system for filtering out potentially hazardous materials from the smoke produced by 
burning the non-organic waste. Similar process is done to the containers containing clean wood 
and all the branches collected at the station, however these materials can be burnt in Dåva 2, or at 
the heat plant situated at Ålidhem, in Umeå, which are incinerator used for burning bio-masses.      
Metal collected at the recycling station is currently sold to the company Kuusakoski Sverige AB 
situated near the station at Gimonäs ÅVC, as a result of time limited municipal procurement. 
In addition to metal and burnable materials there are materials like recyclable cardboard and 
electrical devices, hazardous materials such as paint batteries and lamps sent to various locations 
for further treatment.  

household waste management in Umeå

31      Avfall Sverige. Kommunen ansvarar för avfallshantering.       
          https://www.avfallsverige.se/avfallshantering/kommunalt-avfallsansvar/ (Retrieved 2018-01-07)
32      Avfall Sverige. Offentlig upphandling.   
          https://www.avfallsverige.se/avfallshantering/kommunalt-avfallsansvar/offentlig-upphandling/  
          (Retrieved 2018-01-08)
33      Umeå Kommun. Avgifter och regler, abonnemang. 2017-02-24   
          http://www.umea.se/umeakommun/byggaboochmiljo/avfallochatervinning/avgifterochreglerabonnemang.   
          4.361f1c411567dcef44b10170.html (Retrieved 2018-04-18)
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      In 1995, a law was assumed by the Swedish Government placing the responsibility of collecting 
and taking care of packages and newspapers on the producers (or importers) of such items. Today, 
the ‘producer responsibility’ also involves items such as batteries, cars, tires, electrical and electronic 
products, pharmaceuticals as well as some radioactive products.34

     Packaging materials deriving from the households in Umeå is placed specific containers either in 
leftover material buildings such as the Miljöhus, an “environmental house“ provided by AB Bostaden 
(a public housing company in Umeå) or in one of the 36 FTI-stations situated around Umeå.  
     Responsible for taking care of the materials placed in these containers is FTI (Förpackning- 
och Tidningsinsamlingen), which is a company owned by the five material corporations being: 
MetallKretsen, Plastkretsen, Pressretur, Returkartong and Svensk Glasåtervinning. FTI operates on 
the behalf of the packaging producers and their work of collecting the packaging materials is mainly 
financed by the fees placed on the company producing a product with a package surrounding it.35  
      On the website of FTI one can find some information of companies that FTI collaborates with 
and in some cases the recycling facility is clearly specified, as in the case of glass bottles and glass 
cans, as all collected materials is sent to be recycled in Hammar situated in Sweden. Or in the case of 
the collected household newspapers and printed media, as it is sent to either Hylte bruk (Stora Enso 
Hylte AB), near Halmstad, to Edet bruk (SCA) situated between Gothenburg and Trollhättan or to 
Katrinefors bruk (Metsä Tissue) in Mariestad.36 When it comes where the metal packages, cardboard, 
newspapers and plastic packages actually ends up seems more difficult to specify the exact location.     
     Leftover food produced by the households in Umeå can either be placed in a private compost 
for soil production, or in a paper bag provided by VAKIN, or in the burnable-household-waste-
container. Depending on the chosen method various costs will be placed on household. Materials 
that decompose, such as leftover food, banana peels and flowers and is placed in the bag provided by 
VAKIN is collected and later transported to a bio-gas plant situated in Skellefteå, about 130 km north 
from Umeå, where it is treated and transformed into bio-gas and soil enhancing materials.37 
      Burnable household waste is collected and transported to Dåva 1, a waste-to-energy plant situated 
about 13 km north from Umeå to be burnt and transformed to district heating and electricity38, but also 
cinder and fly ash, as described in the previous chapter.  

37     Umeå Kommun. Kompostering och hushållsavfall. 2016-07-04 
         http://www.umea.se/umeakommun/byggaboochmiljo/avfallochatervinning/komposteringochhushallsavfall.4.4b297d5c1558de 
         07ab08807.html (Retrieved 2018-05-31) 
38     Umeå Enegi. Dåva 1 och 2.  
         http://www.umeaenergi.se/om-oss/dava-1-och-2 (Retrieved 2018-05-31)

34    Förpackning-och Tidningsinsamlingen (FTI). Lagstiftningen och dess framväxt. 2018-02-23.
        http://www.ftiab.se/1681.html (Retrieved 2018-02-21)
35    Förpackning-och Tidningsinsamlingen (FTI). Om förpacknings- och tidningsinsamlingen. 
        http://www.ftiab.se/148.html (Retrieved 2018-04-18)
36     Förpackning-och Tidningsinsamlingen (FTI). Anläggningar för återvinning.  
         http://www.ftiab.se/183.html (Retrieved 2018-04-18)
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Recyclable packaging material containers placed in 
a “Miljöhus” (environmental building)  

situated at Tunnelbacken, Umeå 



A visit to a packaging  
material station (a FTI-station) situated at Haga, 
Umeå. Used for collecting 
recyclable household packages. 



recycling materials
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                       “Recycling deals with matters that are always-already ‘there’.  
                        How they came into being (…) is no longer on any concern. (…)   
                        Waste, however, does emerge from somewhere; it is generated,  
                        and it cannot be reversed.”39    

39    Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 293.
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In 2008, the European Union resolved in a priority list on how to manage waste materials. The 
member countries in the union is set out to prevent waste to occur as a first priority. Secondly to 
promote reusing of what already has been produced, thirdly to promote material recycling. As 
number four on the list comes energy recycling meaning to burn burnable waste in incinerators. 
As the fifth and final solution comes depositing waste in piles.40 However this priority list is only 
to be followed if it is environmentally motivated and economically sound.”41 
    Actions on this list involves citizens, needing us to reduce our waste production and reuse the 
things we already have, by for example repairing broken items, buying second hand materials, 
share or swap things. It involves companies working within the recycling sector creating markets 
for reused waste materials. It involves politicians having the possibility to create economic 
incentives to steer companies and private persons towards following this priority list. And it 
involves municipalities who, for example, can create platforms for collecting reusable materials. 
    A lot of emphasis when it comes to projects having the ambition to reduce the amounts of 
waste or reduce the use of energy is out on the households. We are encouraged to switch to 
(purchase) energy saving light bulbs and encouraged to sort our waste into a number of categories 
to facilitate for material recycling.42 In the essay “Ändå sopsorterar jag” Ylva S Sjöstrand writes 
about how this target group (meaning the households) has been seen as an important actor when it 
comes to contributing to environmental work:    

 
                 “The authorities has, since the separation of different types of waste             
                   became popular in the 1980’s and the 1990s, tried to convey to us how important it             
                   is to sort the materials in a correct manner. The sorting of waste materials has            
                   pre-occupied a numerous scientists investigating sorting solutions for kitchen            
                   cabinets and the communicators at the municipalities have tried to figure out the            
                   best method of how to transmit information to the household about the different            
                   waste categories. Advices, norms, and development of kitchen cabinets has been            
                   seen as important parts of the environmental work in the society.43  
                   (own translation)  

40       Naturvårdsverket. Lagar och regler om avfall. (2017-12-13)    
           https://www.naturvardsverket.se/Stod-i-miljoarbetet/Vagledningar/Avfall/Lagar-och-regler-om-avfall/  
           (Retrieved 2018-02-22)
41       Naturvårdsverket. Lagar och regler om avfall.
42       Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 46.
43       Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 46.
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In the text “Recycling Time”, Joost van Loon and Ida Sabelis dissect a document which was 
produced by the Dutch Institute for Society in 1993 for a project called ‘Managers Meeting 
Government and Business’ (MMGB). 44  
     In their reading of the document, van Loon and Sabelis points out three main parts on 
MMGB’s view on recycling. The first being viewing recycling as “a lineral interaction between 
economy and ecology.” According to MMGB, the most suitable way of steering the economy 
towards becoming a sustainable economy is to transform waste into a profitable resource, a 
commodity which can “be exchanged on waste markets”. In other words, MMGB sees market-
formations as a driving force towards sustainable development. The second point made by van 
Loon and Sabelis on MMGBs view on recycling positions individuals “as the main entities of 
economic and political action”, meaning to use methods of rewards and punishment in order to 
achieve a change in how we consume or produce things. The third point identifies an articulated 
“technocratic optimism”: a view on technology as “the ultimate driving force” for dealing with 
environmental issues. Although van Loon and Sabelis example derives from a Dutch context they 
“assume that its discursive modalities are- on a fundamental level – likely to be similar to those 
of other ‘western’ (and not so ‘western’) nations.” 45 
       To return to the priority list set by the EU. How to evaluate whether the act of recycling 
materials or not is “environmentally motivated and economically sound”46? In the text “In 
Defense of Recycling” Allen Hershkowitz argues that the process of recycling should not only 
be viewed in terms of costs and profits directly connected to the industry transforming these 
leftover materials into reusable commodities, but also in terms of what these recycled materials 
are replacing. As reusing reusable material reduces the need for extracting new materials from 
the planet, thereby avoiding the potential (local and global) pollution such activity could cause.47 
van Loon and Sabelis also comes to the conclusion that recycling “does help to alleviate the 
pressure to find and extract new primary resources (…)” However, they continue, ”these are 
short term solutions that only help to deal with the immediate ecological pressure generated by 
waste flows.”48 Relying, as in the case of MMGB, on technological development for solving our 
problems with waste does not take the production, nor the politics of waste into consideration.49 
A technocratic view, they argue, does not consider why we have so much waste and what is 
responsible for this. Rather, “flows just happen”50. 

44      Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 289
45      Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 289
46      Naturvårdsverket. Lagar och regler om avfall.
47      Allen Hershkowitz. In Defense of Recycling. Published in the magazine Social Research, Vol 65, No. 1.  
          Arien Mack (Editor). New York: The New School. 1998. Page 143.
48      Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 289
49      Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 292
50      Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 292
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Sketch of an addition to a FTI-station used for 
collecting household packaging materials



 
In addition to recycling saving energy and reducing the need for primary resources to 
be extracted, Hershkowitz claims that recycling can be productive also in the sense that 
recycling things can have a potential of engendering a “ sense of community involvement and 
responsibility”51. Stating that, although the primary motive for recycling materials comes from 
fields of science and empirical economics, it is also grounded “in a philosophical belief that 
people throughout the world are interdependent, however isolated they may feel”52. He continues:  
 

         “Teaching children the value of recycling, as tens of thousands of parents and schools do  
         each year, is not, as has been alleged, a merely sentimental gesture; rather, it helps  
         cultivate an important awareness of one’s relationship to others and responsibilities to  
         them. Recycling confirms that people can do what is efficient and still do what is right,  
         though it may mean minor adjustments in the way they collect and throw out garbage or  
         choose to shop for everyday needs.”53

Sorting our household waste at recycling stations can be productive when looking at its potential 
of reducing the use of energy and fossil or renewable resources, but, as argued by Sjöstrand in 
her essay, it also has the potential of being potentially unproductive when it comes to steering 
towards the overall goal of reducing the negative impact our human activities are having on this 
planet. She argues in her essay that if spending time sorting and transporting the waste one has 
produced to a FTI material station generates “a feeling of having done enough”, resulting in a 
kind of pardon to continue doing other things that could be considered harmful to our planet, the 
activity, rather than helping the environment, it might actually do the opposite.54  
      However, Sjöstrand argues that sorting our waste can be productive in the sense that it can 
carry a symbolic value: the fact that you, when carefully rinsing (by using old dish water!) and 
sorting and transporting your plastic packages, metal containers and glass bottles to a recycling 
container, at the same time could be seen as manifesting a demand, or a longing, for a society 
with more of a cyclical approach to objects and materials.55  In addition to this potential symbolic 
value, separating our waste into categories could also be quite constructive as it forces us, as put 
by Sjöstrand, “to meet our waste”56.  

the symbolic act of sorting our waste

51      Allen Hershkowitz. In Defense of Recycling. Page 143

53      Allen Hershkowitz. In Defense of Recycling. Page 144
54      Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 48.
55      Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 48.

52      Allen Hershkowitz. In Defense of Recycling. Page 143

56      Ylva S Sjöstrand. Ändå sopsorterar jag. Page 48.
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A (non-used) refuse chutes 
in the staircase of my  
apartment building



making waste visible
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In the 1920’s a new view on waste was appearing where waste went from being considered 
a potential resource to being associated with poverty and an outdated lifestyle. Hygiene and 
convenience was the words for the future society, leading to the developement of more efficient 
methods for managing waste items.57 
     In the academic paper “Stadens sopor - Tillvaratagande, förbränning och tippning i Stockholm 
1900–1975”58, the writer Ylva S Sjöstrand gives an example of this ‘new’ view on waste through 
looking at the development of refuse chutes in Swedish apartment houses in the 1920s. The 
use of refuse chutes, a system invented by the architect Sven Wallander, was a way to remove 
non-pleasant smells but also liberate the courtyards from being occupied with waste, making it 
possible to instead use the area for recreational purposes59. By introducing a highly convenient 
method for disposing the household waste, the contact between the redundant items and the 
people producing the redundant items was minimized.60 Instead of having the waste collection 
taking place in the courtyards (in smelly containers), the leftover items could easily ‘disappear’, 
or vanish, via shafts situated in the staircases. In this manner “the growing amounts of waste 
became invisible for the ordinary citizen.”61 
     Launching from the idea of having to encounter ones waste, I made project during the first 
year of my master studies, proposing a move one of the municipal recycling station, Gimonäs 
ÅVC, from its location being situated in the outskirts of Umeå, to be placed in the middle of the 
city at the main square of Rådhustorget. In addition to the building operating as a recycling center 
for redundant materials it also included a workshop, a market for reusable materials that could 
be dropped-off at the station as well as a café, having the aim of working as a place where people 
could go to drink coffee, repair broken items, purchase re-usable things and look at redundant 
materials. 
      Proposing the move of the waste station from the periphery to be placed next to all the 
restaurants, cafés and shopping malls was an attempt to (very literally) “adjust” the relation 
between the city and its leftover materials. To make waste, in opposite to the refuse chute system, 
highly visible. To alter the distance the between the waste that is produced and the people, or the 
system, producing it.  
      Although this project was perhaps more of a conceptual kind, due to its lack of detailing 
and its perhaps provocative agenda, it has been quite fruitful when it comes to evoking some 
interesting conversations about the topic of city planning and waste management. During 
a performative city walk hosted by me and my fellow classmates at the MADE festival in 
December 2017, I brought the proposal onto its site of Rådhustorget, briefly explaining the 
building and its aims. After the walk was finished I started talking to one of the participators of 
the walk who, it turned out, was working at the municipality of Umeå and involved in a project 
concerning sharing economies, located on a now empty site situated in central Umeå.
      I later sent an e-mail to Albert Edman, the person I met at the city walk and got in contact 
with an environmental strategist Johan Sandström, also working at the municipality with whom 
I later had a meeting with in January, discussing the plans of the site of the demolished building. 
This led me to changing the site for the proposed city center waste station, from being placed on 
the main square to the temporarily empty lot of the planned parking garage.         

57      Ylva Sjöstrand. Stadens sopor - Tillvaratagande, förbränning och tippning i Stockholm 1900–1975.  
          Lund: Nordic Academic Press. 2015. Page 137.
58     Ylva Sjöstrand. Stadens sopor - Tillvaratagande, förbränning och tippning i Stockholm 1900–1975.
59     Fredrik Karlsson. Här är arkitekten bakom sopnedkastet. Ny Teknik. 2015-12-12 
          https://www.nyteknik.se/teknikhistoria/har-ar-arkitekten-bakom-sopnedkastet-6343126 (Retrieved 2018-04-18)
60      Ylva S Sjöstrand. Stadens sopor - Tillvaratagande, förbränning och tippning i Stockholm 1900–1975. Page 137.
61      Ylva S Sjöstrand. Stadens sopor - Tillvaratagande, förbränning och tippning i Stockholm 1900–1975. Page 137.
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In 2015, the Swedish Government adopted the United Nations Agenda 2030 which consists of 
17 goals which “seek to end poverty and hunger, realize the human rights of all, achieve gender 
equality and the empowerment of all women and girls, and ensure a lasting protection of the 
planet and its natural resources”.62 
     Goal number 11, for instance, takes up the problem of air quality, and the management of 
municipal waste materials and other types of waste materials, stating that we need to reduce 
the negative environmental impact generated in our cities.63 Goal number 12 speaks about our 
need to “vastly reduce the amount of waste produced by working with actions aimed to prevent, 
reduce, reuse and recycle waste.”64 And that we need to “promote sustainable consumption and 
production patterns.”65 This goal intends to steer us towards using our resources more efficiently 
as well as reducing the negative impact of for example chemicals in our environment and also to 
take eco-services into consideration when extracting resources that are considered necessary for 
our livelihood. Steering towards a more sustainable consumption and production is intended to 
not only be good for the environment but also intended to generate jobs, be beneficial to people’s 
health, reduce poverty and stimulate competitiveness that can help generate enterprises working 
on a global market.66

    At the same time the Agenda 2030 speaks about reducing the environmental impact on our 
environment and taking eco systems into consideration when extracting resources from the 
planet, it also speaks about the importance of achieving growth.67 Sustainable development could 
perhaps in this sense be described as an attempt of “of securing economic growth with a limited 
negative ecological impact”68 as put by Joost van Loon and Ida Sabelis in their paper “Recycling 
time”. In the paper “The Politics of Sustainability: Art and Ecology”, written by the art historian 
and cultural critic T.J. Demos, the term sustainability is argued to be a formulation that is “vague 
at its best”69: 

waste and politics

62      Regeringen. Globala målen och Agenda 2030. (2018-02-21) 
          http://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/globala-malen-och-agenda-2030/ (Retrieved 2018-02-21)
63      Regeringen. Mål 11: Hållbara städer och samhällen. (2017-02-07)  
          http://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/globala-malen-och-agenda-2030/hallbara-stader-och-samhallen/  
          (Retrieved 2018-02-21)
64      Regeringen. Mål 12: Hållbar konsumption och produktion. (2015-12-03)  
          http://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/globala-malen-och-agenda-2030/hallbar-konsumtion-och-produktion/     
          (Retrieved 2018-02-22)
65      Regeringen. Mål 12: Hållbar konsumption och produktion.
66       Regeringen. Mål 12: Hållbar konsumption och produktion. 
67      Regeringen. Mål 8: Anständiga villkor och ekonomisk tillväxt. (2018-02-21)  
          http://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/globala-malen-och-agenda-2030/anstandiga-arbetsvillkor- 
          och-ekonomisk-tillvaxt/ (Retrieved 2018-02-21)
68      Joost van Loon, Ida Sabelis. Recycling Time – The temporal complexity of waste management. Page 289. 
69      Demos, T.J. The Politics of Sustainability: Contemporary Art and Ecology. Radical Nature: Art and  
          Architecture for a Changing Planet 1969–2009. Francesco Manacorda (editor). London: Barbican Art Gallery,   
          2009. Page 18.
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            “Whereas the definition places its agenda under an inclusive commonality, implying a  
              shared responsibility for safeguarding humanity’s ecological inheritance, the definition  
              of  sustainability in fact situates the environment as valuable largely from the perspective  
              of economic needs; indeed, the report goes on to explain that while ‘sustainable  
              development does imply limits... technology and social organization can be both  
              managed and improved to make way for a new era of economic growth’ one that will  
              make ‘development sustainable’.””70  
              (Italic letters is taken from Gro Bundtland, “Our common futures” p. 8) 
 
 
Returning to the goal number 12 in the agenda 2030, this section of the document brings up the 
importance of education, of eco-labelling things, of having product information available in 
stores and of developing good consumer services intended to make “it possible for the consumer 
and other actors to make responsible choices of products and services and making it possible 
to steer towards a more sustainable lifestyle.”72 In this scenario the responsibility for steering 
towards a more sustainable development could be considered to be directed to us as citizens 
in our role as consumers, having agency of steering our economy to a green economy though 
practicing our consumer power.  
     Although it is good that the Swedish Government, the European Union and the UN has agreed 
upon the importance of achieving a reduced negative impact on the environment and on the 
climate, we are also told to continue consuming as our economic system depends on it. These 
incoherent messages sent by our politicians can result in very perplexed feelings of what one 
is supposed to do as a citizen. As Isabelle Stengers puts it in her book “In Catastrophic Times - 
Resisting the Coming Barbarism”: 
 
 
               “(...) our guardians are responsible for the management of what one might call a cold           
                 panic, a panic that is signaled by the fact that openly contradictory messages are           
                 accepted: “keep consuming, economic growth depends on it” but “think about your           
                 carbon footprint”; “you have to realize that our lifestyles will have to change” but  
                “don’t forget that we are engaged in a competition on which our prosperity depends.”72   

 

70      Demos, T.J. The Politics of Sustainability: Contemporary Art and Ecology. Radical Nature: Art and  
          Architecture for a Changing Planet 1969–2009. Francesco Manacorda (editor). London: Barbican Art Gallery,   
          2009. Page 18.
71      Regeringen. Mål 12: Hållbar konsumption och produktion.
72      Stengers, Isabelle. The Epoch Has Changed. From In Catastrophic Times - Resisting the Coming Barbarism.  
          Paris: OPEN HUMANITIES PRESS, 2009. Published in Glänta vol. 1.17, Klimatångest. Göran Dahlberg, Julia     
          Nordblad, Linn Hansén (Red). Sweden: Glänta Produktion, 2017. Page 14.
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As human beings we have needs that can be satisfied by the input of certain materials, like 
solving the feeling of hunger or thirst by eating food or drinking water. But we also have more 
intangible needs like the need of security and appreciation. If we cannot satisfy our needs a 
situation of scarcity have occurred. Scarcity can manifest itself as immediate things like having 
a shortage on food, as sleep deprivation and having shortage of oxygen, but it can also manifest 
itself as having a shortage of housing, of oil or other resources.73 
     But what does, for example, having a shortage of oil mean? It is the material itself that is 
scarce, or is it how we use it that makes it scarce? As put by Jon Goodbun, Michael Klein, 
Andreas Rumpfhuber and Jeremy Till in their book “The Design of Scarcity”: “There is no 
shortage on $500 barrels of oil. What makes oil scarce is the way we use it and our reliance of it. 
If we didn’t use oil, it would not be scarce.74    
      Although there are scarcities that are very real, causing “profound human consequences”75 as 
put by Jeremy Till in the working paper “Constructed Scarcity”. Viewing scarcity as something 
we can overcome by simply adding more materials, more technology, more innovations, more 
stuff, overlooks the fact that there are environmental boundaries of how much materials we can 
extract from the planet. 76

      Instead of seeing scarcity as a condition that can be solved by simply adding more materials 
or by the invention of new technologies, scarcity should, according to the authors of “The Design 
of Scarcity”, be seen as a condition constructed by our current economic and social models, 
highly encouraged by certain actors operating within our society. As put by the authors: ”(...) 
scarcity must be maintained so that production can be maintained.”77 To conclude: 

 
             “Contemporary industrial production arose out of conditions of scarcity, and cannot  
              exist outside of them. It projects an image of an abundant society, which can afford to  
              create endless consumables.”78 

constructed scarcity 

73      Nationalencyklopedin. Brist. 
          https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/brist (Retrieved 2018-02-23)
74      Jon Goodbun, Michael Klein, Andreas Rumpfhuber, Jeremy Till. The Design of Scarcity. Moscow:  
          Strelka Press, 2014. Page 37  
75      Jeremy Till. Constructed Scarcity (a working paper). Scarcity and Creativity  
          in the Built Environment, SCIBE, 2011. Page 4. 
          http://www.scibe.eu/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/01-JT.pdf (Retrieved 2018-01-06)
76      Jeremy Till. Constructed Scarcity.  Page 4.
77      Jon Goodbun, Michael Klein, Andreas Rumpfhuber, Jeremy Till. The Design of Scarcity. Page 14.
78      Jon Goodbun, Michael Klein, Andreas Rumpfhuber, Jeremy Till. The Design of Scarcity. Page 14.
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Some reusable leftover things ends up in physical second hand stores or on second hand markets 
operating on the internet, such as Tradera or Blocket. Buying things at a second hand store to then 
later be returned when one has gotten tired of them could be seen as a quiet “environmentally 
harmless” way of continuing the activity of acquiring objects, without interfering too much with 
limited planetary resources, as the same materials can re-circulate from one person to another, to 
a third, and so on. The selling of materials at second hand stores can also generate income to help 
organizations, as well as it can provide people with items such as clothing, cutlery, plates and 
furniture for a quite reasonable price (although not necessarily always cheaper than buying new 
things).  
      Yet, there is something a bit confusing with the view when entering a second hand store or the 
websites such as blocket.se. Next to clothing, sofas or plates deriving from decades ago one find 
things in perfect condition, being very recently produced, with some even having its price tag left. 
How come barely used things with a similar aesthetic appearance as the items simultaneously 
sold at stores like H&M or IKEA, has ended up in these places? 
      Although it is good, from an environmental aspect, that unwanted materials gets the potential 
of being reused (if someone ends up buying them) one could ask why these newly produced 
items were bought in the first place. To answer this one has to consider the fact that jackets, hats, 
furniture, shoes, plates, glasses, cups, curtains, pants and so on is not only used for satisfying 
a practical need, such as keeping the body warm or liquids in place, but also for its physical 
appearance (how it looks), rather than its functional qualities. However, these factors seems to 
be quite non-absolute, resulting in that fully functional items can be transformed from being 
appealing to being un-appealing, from being fashionable to being considered un-fashionable, 
from being desired to non-desired.

second hand materials
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case studies



ReTuna Återbruksgalleria 

During this project I have visited two different municipal projects working with leftover products. 
One of them is ReTuna Återbruksgalleria, a shopping mall selling only leftover items. It is 
situated in the city of Eskilstuna about 4 km west from the city centre in a revitalized industrial 
building. It was inaugurated in 2015 and developed by the municipal company Eskilstuna Energi 
& Miljö (EEM). The facility operates as a regular shopping mall, with specific stores for specific 
materials, such as a store selling children’s clothes or sport products, or construction materials. 
It houses a (ecological) café, a conference space and is the base for the educational program: 
Recycle Design- Reuse, held by Eskilstuna Folkhögskola as well as it offers work-introduction 
possibilities.  
    This project is an interesting project to look at in many ways, for example how sits as a link 
between the newly built municipal recycling center and the shopping mall to encourage and 
facilitate for people to drop off reusable material at the delivery station “Returen” when going 
with their leftover materials to the recycling. And, as it is a municipal project, the rents for the 
stores that is situated in the mall could be lowered to 50% of the current “market price” during 
the first year of opening, in order to give the stores a “soft start”. Included in the rent of the space 
is some of the dropped-off materials which is specified in the application process when wanting 
to open the store in the mall. Sport articles is sorted out to the sport store, children’s clothes to the 
children’s clothing store and so on. 
    Although one can argue that second hand stores soimehow offer a “pardon” for over- and 
unnecessary consumption, one can argue that ReTuna, with the ambition “to offer a recognizable 
environment”79 could perhaps do something quite constructive. Both as it can lower the 
thresholds for (more) people to buy leftover materials. But also as it exposes the abundance 
produced in our society in a, for the abundant materials, quite familiar environment: an air 
conditioned shopping mall, with shiny flooring and transparent glass walls.  
    However, one could question its location being situated 4 km from the city center, practically 
only reachable with a car or a bus, departing about once every hour. Instead of placing a project 
like this in the periphery, I would argue that it should be situated in the middle of the city center, 
as it then could actually outcompete, or at least challenge, the overconsumption of new products, 
which is the reason for the this shopping mall existing in the first place. If not in an economical 
manner, at least in a symbolical one.

79   Telephone interview with Anna Bergström, manager at ReTuna Återbruksgalleria, Eskilstuna.
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ReTuna Återbruksgalleria, Eskilstuna. 
A shopping mall selling only leftover items







Returbutiken, Umeå  

 
Durning this project I also visited Returbutiken, which is a second hand store and a work-
introduction place situated about 5 km from central Umeå. The building contains a store with 
the size of 1900 square meters, some office spaces, a café (mainly for those working there), 
(non-public) workshops for wood, metal and textile work as well as huge spaces for sorting, 
dismantling, repairing and storing materials.  
    The materials received at Returbutiken comes from leftovers dropped off directly at the station 
by persons or by companies and from the reusable-material-drop-of-station that is situated at 
some of the recycling centers, such as the one situated at Gimonäs ÅVC. The store also receives 
non-picked up lost property that has been handed in to the police station, such as bikes.  
    In addition to selling leftover materials in their current condition, the station repairs bikes and 
broken (high quality) furniture such as upholstering sofas or armchairs (if possible) and polishes, 
re-paint or fixes fixable tables and bureaus. The station also produces some new items for other 
municipal companies and things like playhouses, flower boxes and grills that are sold at the 
station. 
    Visiting the sorting, the dismantling and the storage spaces of Returbutiken gave me an idea of 
the complexity of working with leftover materials. As mentioned before, the storage spaces are 
huge, yet not always huge enough to keep up with the amounts of leftover that is being produced. 
This results in that saving broken items that could have been repaired might be down prioritized 
in order to give room for fully functional materials that can be sold directly without having to be 
fixed. This lack of time and space, in addition to all the materials that does not get sold (although 
being offered to a considerably very low cost) can result in fully repairable or fully functional 
having to be thrown away. 
    After the visit to Returbutiken I got to thinking that this issue of having a lack of storage space 
and time for taking care of otherwise usable materials is far too interesting to not investigate 
further. Instead of sending these temporarily unfashionable, non-saleable or broken, yet repairable 
leftover items to material recycling or burnt in a waste-to-energy plant, transformed into heat, 
energy, cinder and harmful fly ash why not use it for something more productive?  
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An additiononal floor built to  
enhance the capacity for storing  
materials 



          proposal
 



IN UMEÅ



a city center station for waste
 
The proposed “city center waste/repair/dismantling station” is to be situated in the city center of 
Umeå. It is a station that is intended to operate both as a production facility, transforming waste 
into resources and as an educational platform providing space for learning and teaching skills 
useful when repairing broken items. In addition to this, the station is intended to work as an 
exhibition space concerning the topic of waste. This is to be done by spatially choreographing the 
space of the building to, in a performative manner, take the visitor (or participator) through the 
process of materials going from being classified as waste to being classified as a resource.       
    The idea of the station is to be non-efficient, in that sense that it its processes will be highly 
time consuming, in terms of locating, collecting, dismantling, and polishing reusable materials. 
Yet be productive, in what it aims to achieve.
     Today the management of waste is something that quite often takes place in the periphery, 
both in terms of its physical location, but also in terms of its processes being quite difficult to 
follow. Although it is very rarely that refuse chutes gets installed these days, our modern waste 
management system could be argued to be built on the same idea of making waste somehow 
“disappear”. But to where does it disappear? How is it transported? How is it processed?  
    In addition to trying to address these question by acting as a sort of “show room” for waste 
management processes, the station aims to intervene in the processes of transforming reusable 
resources into waste caused by, for example, the lack of time for performing reparation work 
or the lack of a temporal space for storing it. The overall goal of this station is to question 
unnecessary waste production and to intervene in processes causing this to occur.   
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intervening in waste production processes
 
During this project I have located several “waste production” processes that this proposed 
building potentially could intervene in. I imagine this building to act as a missing link obstructing 
reusable materials that otherwise would have been wasted. Some of these leftover materials flows 
could be reusable materials from second hand stores than cannot be sold and therefore would, 
due to lack of time or storage space, would be wasted. Another example could be to collect non-
collected food waste from local cafés and restaurants, as a win-win situation resulting in the 
participating business getting lowered waste management fees, and the “waste station” useful 
materials for bio-gas or soil production. A third example could be to collaborate with construction 
material stores situated in Umeå picking up semi-broken or unsaleable planks.  
      In addition to collecting leftover textiles, furniture and food, the station could collaborate 
with construction and demolition sites of buildings, collecting reusable construction materials. 
As well as the recycling center where broken bikes could be collected and later dismantled or 
repaired.   

site
 
The chosen site of the building is located in the central part of Umeå and is owned by Umeå 
Kommun. In 2017 the previously standing building on the site containing commercial business 
and residential apartments was demolished. The current plan for the now empty site is to 
eventually build a parking garage on the site but in the meantime a temporary “bike hub” will be 
built. The “bike hub” is intended to include a rental station for electrical cargo bikes (U-BIKE), a 
space for doing smaller bike repairs, bike parking, a playground and outdoor seating. 
     The reason for choosing this site is that it is located in the central of Umeå facing both the 
main shopping street and a highly trafficked car road but also as it can act as a inspirational 
proposal for the future plans of this site.  
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MAP OF CENTRAL UMEÅ



site
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design criteria

 
1. Use a centrally located site in order to (spatially) alter the relation between the city and its produced 
    waste. 
 
2. Facilitate for the re-use of leftover materials produced within the city of Umeå.

3. Expose processes of waste production and waste reduction through architecturally choreographed     
    routes. 

4. Celebrate non-coherent design aesthetics by using different kinds of leftover materials for the façade 
    and in the interior spaces.   

5. Make the facade facing the shopping street into a “shopping window” exposing waste that has been  
    “transformed“ back into being classified as a resource. 
 
6. Make the facade facing the car road into a “billboard” possible to see while driving in a car in a speed 
    of 50 km/h 
 
7. In a spatial manner, exhibit waste materials that cannot be re-used within the station but instead has to 
    be sent to other waste management facilities and follow up on how it is transported and processed. 
 
8. Arrange the building, the facade and the interior spaces in a manner that confronts people with the 
    production of waste 
 
9. Make place for energy production facilities using waste materials, sun or other natural sources as input, 
    in order to make the building less dependent on energy deriving from distant locations but also act as an 
    educational platform for learning about energy production and energy use.  
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In this thesis I have argued that there is a need to make the production of waste visible and that the spatial 
relation between the city and its produced waste needs to be altered, in order to make our overproduction 
of waste a bit more tangible. The current system of waste somehow “disappearing” once it has been placed 
in a container, needs to be challenged. As waste does not simply disappear. Even though it is made from a 
material that the environment can decompose in a not-so-long-period-of-time, it still, in most cases, has to 
be collected, it has to be transported and it has to be processed, using vast amounts of energy in doing so.     
      Drawing from the visit to Returbutiken, but also from own experiences: Working with leftover 
materials is a time consuming process. As stated earlier in this text: it takes time to locate, to collect, 
to transport, to clean and polish the materials. It takes time to repair or dismantle broken, yet reusable 
objects. In addition to this, the result might not end up as intended, perhaps due to the properties of 
the found materials. And instead of being able to calculate the exact procedure - as one cannot always 
know the dimensions of the materials that later will be used - the working method of using ‘whatever is 
available’ can require having to solve the design issues along the process, in accordance to the material 
that has been located.  
      Although this working method does not require primary resources to be extracted (although one 
would still need electricity), nor any material budget, it might not necessarily mean that its overall cost 
is less than when using new resources (of course depending scale of the project and on what type of 
material), referring to the time consuming activities of locating, collecting, transporting, cleaning and 
polishing leftover materials and to the fact newly produced materials are today relatively cheap. Using 
and repairing materials that is already there might not therefore be a highly cost and time efficient method 
for building buildings, or producing products, yet there is something quite performative about this way of 
processing materials: to transform what is considered a ‘burden‘ into a resource, thereby, intentionally or 
unintentionally questioning how leftover materials are valued today.
       However, working with existing materials is an activity (or an action) operating in the end of the 
production chain, salvaging already produced materials from being burnt and transformed into heat 
and electricity, and cinder and potentially harmful fly ash. In order to really challenge the problem of 
waste production, one (myself being very much included) must perhaps look further up in the material 
production chain. To question forces behind the production of waste. To question built-in-obsolescence. 
To make things and buildings with a built-in-reparation-or-alteration-possibility. To make things and 
buildings that can be repaired and repaired and altered or dismantled and then reused and reused and then 
repaired.  
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           “To conclude - desire needs to be redefined, this is key issue. If desire is simply defined through 
             the capitalist system as “I don’t have enough and I want more.” Then we can’t actually think of         
             new ways to be in the world. So the real issue is not redistribution of goods, nor optimization of  
             systems, it is using design is its original sense: of drawing out new futures.”80 

80    Summary of a lecture by Jeremy Till. The Design of Scarcity. Het Nieuwe Instituut,  
         Rotterdam. 2014-07-10    
         https://designing-scarcity.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/sites/default/files/thedesignofscarcity-lectureofjeremy_till_0.pdf    
        (Retrieved 2018-04-18)
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